WOMEN SENIORS HAVE PRIVILEGES

Granted By the Administrative Council to Go Into Effect Immediately

As the result of two years' work on the part of the senior girls, senior privileges have been granted by the Administrative Council of the college. These privileges go into effect immediately.

The privileges are as follows:
1. Preference for dating in the lobby of the auditorium on Sunday nights is accorded members of the senior and junior classes.
2. The privilege of one date each week in the Little Parlor is accorded the seniors.
3. The selection of a May Queen and maid of honor shall be made from the Senior class.
4. The privilege of spending two week ends off the campus each month is accorded the seniors.
5. Members of the Senior class may have the privilege of Sunday dances with young men friends, at hotels or restaurants in the city of Statesboro twice each month. Hours: 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
6. Senior girls may have the privilege of going to the 7:00 o'clock show in Statesboro twice a month, other than when accompanied by some member of their family, provided they shall obtain approval of the dean of women as to the personnel of the party and of the manner of going to and from the show.

PRESIDENT VISITS OTHER COLLEGES

Addressed Junior Citizen Clubs In Three Towns While on Recent Tour—Visits Michigan.

On the speaking tour which carried him to two states and several colleges, Dr. Marvin S. Pittman spoke before Junior Citizen Clubs in three towns.

For the past ten years Wayne county, Michigan, in which Detroit is located, has been the partner of the school in the work of this important program. These are guided by superintendents in the towns of Belleville, Plymouth and Dearborn, Michigan.

The occasion of this speaking was the installation of officers of the Junior Citizen Clubs of whom there were about two hundred in each group.

Other places in Michigan that Dr. Pittman visited were: Michigan State Teachers meeting at Detroit, and the P.T.A. at Flat Rock, in Wayne county, Michigan.

In New York he spoke at State Teachers College of New York at Buffalo, and the teachers college at Fredonia and Cortland, New York.

Employment Bureau

To Be Established Here for Students

An employment bureau is soon to be established on this campus under the direction of the Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.'s in order to render efficient aid in securing jobs through this bureau any one desiring to be worked, whether or not he be serving at a party or caring for the babies while Mommie and Poppie are attending a bridge game, will be accommodated at a reasonable cost.

Students wishing to "pick up" a little extra money through this agency may do so by writing their names at the bureau office, to be located in the basement home economics office formerly occupied by Miss Ruth Bolton. Those desiring work to be done will apply at that office and will immediately be put in touch with someone to do their jobs. In the evenings those who desire student workers may call at East Hall. During the day there will be a representative in the "Y" office in the basement who may be reached in person or by phone.

Tentatively this bureau will restrict its service to the campus or in the homes of faculty members.

DEAN ANNOUNCES LYCEUM NUMBER

Kryl Symphony Band to Appear Early in November—Other Attractions Will Come Later.

Announcement is made by Dean Z. S. Henderson that Kryl's famous symphony band has been secured for early performance here on November 9th, being the first of three lyceum attractions this year.

Kryl and his band have a unique reputation throughout the whole country. No organization has a higher reputation for the rendition of the great standards in music, and the name of Kryl has come to be synonymous with the best there is in high art. The Kryl Symphony Band is the result of many years of effort, of unceasing watchfulness to secure the best musicians in the world, of constant and tedious rehearsing, of tireless effort on the part of Kryl himself and by the determination of each individual of the organization to give the best that is in him.

Each player is selected with as much care and consideration as are less effort on the part of Kryl himself, and incooperative in the "Y" office in the base-

FACULTY COUNCIL GROUPS ORGANIZE

Aim Toward Closer Relationship Between Students and Faculty Members—To Discuss Work.

The wheels of a new experiment have been set in motion here, that of a faculty council group. This group is made up of faculty members whose interest is to bring the student and the instructor closer together. Their object is to familiarize students with the opportunity to meet with them outside of classrooms and discuss with them their problems, confidentially and informally.

It is particularly desirable that new students and members of the faculty become better acquainted. With this in view therefore, certain members of the council are in charge of certain phases of the experiment. For problems of etiquette and manners and of social functions students may, at their leisure, discuss these things with Miss Bolts and Miss Smith. For similar or other problems they may feel free to call upon Miss Laine, Miss Trennas, Miss Newton, Mr. Wescott, Mr. Donaldson, Mr. Hansen, Mr. Rustell, Dr. Dentzer and Dr. Smith.

The counsellor's aim is to be a friend and a helper in the various problems arising before our students. Places are being made for the students to go into the homes of the people of Statesboro thereby becoming better acquainted with our neighbors.

REFLECTOR THEME HAS BEEN CHosen

The Pine and the Part It Plays In Georgia Industry Is Selected by Staff.

The pine tree and the part that it plays in Georgia industry is the theme chosen by the Reflector staff of South Georgia Teachers College for the 1935-36 annual.

The layout of the annual will be planned to coincide as nearly as possible with the chosen theme. The book will have a deep green cover with letters and figures in gold.

The division pages, instead of pencil drawings such as those used for the 1934-35 Reflector, will be done in linoleum prints and the entire book will be printed in brown ink on cream paper.

Miss Cleo Yapp, assisted by Miss Verus Lauer, under the direction of Miss May Robinson, is in charge of the art section of the Reflector.

The photography work of the Reflector will be done by Sanders Studio of Statesboro. Work will begin on the photographs within the next week.
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Lord, Thou wilt order peace for us; for Thou also hast wrought all our works in us.—Isaiah 12:27.

Peace is rarely denied to the peaceful—Schiller.

Our Student Council is getting right down to business.

The Reflector staff is off to a flying start. Editor McKneely even hopes to publish an enlarged book this year.

The large group of Teachers College people attending the recent Kreisler concert in Savannah gave evidence of a fine aesthetic appreciation here in our community.

Our women faculty members are to be congratulated for organizing a unit of the American Association of University Women. With a definite program this unit may mean a great deal to our institution.

Statesboro is one of the very best towns in the state of Georgia. In summing up her civic groups, her churches, her organizations, her business houses, her schools, and her public spirited citizens, one familiar with the city over a period of years would have no alternative but to rate her among the state's very best communities. And when it comes to cooperation with the South Georgia Teachers College, all local students could not ask for a finer attitude.

OUR CAMPUS

Students, when you visit the campus of another institution do you, by any chance, notice the condition of the grounds? Does the appearance of the campus make either a favorable or unfavorable impression? The probability is that it does. When you think about that school after leaving it, isn't that first impression likely to come to mind? The point, therefore, is obvious. How does our campus impress visitors?

Usually our grounds are well kept, not only for visitors but for our everyday living. But there is room for improvement, and we should not be satisfied with less than the very best. There is a way for every student to lend his support toward keeping our campus clean, and it is not by picking up paper—but by not throwing it down.

Doubtless we have one of the most beautiful campuses in Georgia, and one of the best kept. That is a record which might, by a bit of thoughtful consideration on the part of students, permanently remain with us. After all this is where we live, and one student is as responsible as any other for the campus appearance. Let's keep it clean.
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ON PARADE

When a crowd of people gather to hear someone talk it isn't quite reasonable to expect that everybody in that crowd is going to be pleased with what he hears, or approve of everything that is said, or think that just enough time was taken for the address. Something is wrong—usually. Results to the contrary are unexpected, but when such happens, or almost happens, it is surprising.

Thus the address made by Estelle Downing in a recent vespers program at the George-Anne, was quite an exception to the rule. It was surprising. Miss Downing was most enthusiastic in her response to the talk made by this professor of English at the Michigan Normal School on what she would do if she were 20, and were liberal in acclaiming the evening one of inspiration.

And to another element, the story she told, is what Miss Downing offered her audience—an evening of inspiration. First of all, the hour seemed very short; second, the subject matter was new; third, the serenity of the临inary was most interesting; third, it was to the advantage of the listener, who walked away with something, that feather was her feather, in her hat, and on her head. And as such an evening goes it may say much more about it... But I do wonder where it came from.

If Twenty

If she were twenty, Miss Downing said there are definite aims she would set for herself. She may seem to lack feeling when seeing those who heard the talk can remember the five points of illustration, and appreciate the encouragement of the talk even now. I have been asked to print them as she gave them.

Miss Downing said that if she were twenty she would: Respect her brains and make them function; That she would foster a desire for excellence in all things she did; That she would find joy in growth; That she would build into the student body a sense of responsibility; That she would develop perseverance; That she would continue education beyond high school; That she would cultivate sensitivity to a love of beauty; And that she would be honest with her own true self.

The Speaker chose only a few of these for discussion.

J. D. P.

Appreciation

"I wish to thank the staff of the George-Anne, in behalf of the students of Armstrong College, for the excellent and editorial about our student government which appeared in the last issue of your paper."

"Savannah, Ga.  ALVA B. LINES."
Douglas Tied by T. C.
In Hard Game Here;
Landrum Stars

May we take the liberty on the part of all T. C. athletes as well as the entire student body of extending to Durward Fulford our heartfelt sympathy in his recent bereavement. Words mean little at a time like this, but ours are sincere—keep fighting. "Farmer" we're behind you 100%.

Hines with 169 yards led the Teachers in ground gained in the Douglas encounter. Fulford was second with 56, Bell's punts averaged 38 yards, 36 for the two Douglas kickers, McKeely and Simmons. The Tigers completed three passes out of nine attempts against two for ten for the Prof's. The Teachers made eleven first downs to seven for the South Georgia Staters. Why didn't we win?

The football fans of Tampa and vicinity as well as radio listeners in general were given quite an opportunity the night before the game when Coach Hines and Fulford made talks over the Tampa station. We cannot help wondering how Coach managed to get his gestures seen.

"My kingdom—a nickel anyway—for a guard. Just one good good guard," is Coach's plea at present. Injuries having hit the squad rather heavily for the past three weeks, "Cap-bie" was injured in the Douglas game.

"Attention, Biele!" Coach actually considered taking a member of the sports staff on the Tampa trip. Of course he changed his mind due to the high cost of feeding sports writers.

Lambright and Robertson are slowly rounding into shape and Baird is almost as good as ever, making the injured list somewhat shorter.

And again Gwen Dekle is girls' tennis champ after a hard three-set match with "Lib" Watkins. Score: 6-2, 3-6, 7-5. This was a real scrap. What a pity that both couldn't win.

"Little Man" Settle has finally reached the top. The value of keeping at it—plugging, working—was clearly illustrated in Settle's victory in the boys' tennis tournament. Bob Espy was the victim in the final match: 6-4, 4-6, 6-0.

Figures on the Tampa game: The Teachers made nine first downs to six for Tampa, but gained only 181 yards as compared to 34 yards, were set back only 50.

Interference that couldn't stay out of the way, time outs on the two-yard stripe and line men who insisted on playing safety man on every play made the Prof's look terrible against Douglas. Unless the team can snap out of it, get in condition, and win a game for a change, the season's record will belittle the fact that Coach has plenty of good material.

We have a little more space to fill so we'll give you some more of the "Life of the Mighty Croak." Smith in 1926-21 was captain and star forward on the Bryan Col. basketball team and in the 1921 season was captain of both the baseball and football teams. At the end of the year he was named the most outstanding athlete in the college as well as being chosen All SIAA end, All Southern end, and All SIAA forward.

GEO. DONALDSON
Editor
FOUR

TRAINING SCHOOL SHOWS ACTIVITY

Director Downs Writes About Work Being Done by Student Teachers.

There has never been a finer group of student teachers working in the Training School than are doing their supervised teaching this fall. In every room and in every class there is evidence of genuine learning activities. At the end of this term many of the college students will be given opportunities to attend the programs culminating these activities. All classes in education are interested in observing the developments of units of interest. Arrangement for observation can be made in the interest of the director of the Training School.

Special emphasis is being placed upon music in the curriculum. The first and second grades are developing a rhythm band. Enough instruments will be ordered in a few days for third and fourth grades and then the band will be increased to double the number now participating. Later some of the members of the piano class will be on the band with tuned bells. About a dozen boys and girls are learning to play the violin and clarinet. William Deal says he will soon have an orchestra. Fifteen pupils are members of the guitar club and twenty girls make up a piano class. In addition to the instrumental music an organized program of public school music has been set up for each room. The new portable Victrola has recently been added to the music equipment and each room will have a set of records for music appreciation.

Physical Education

The members of the Physical Education Department of the Training School have set up a definite program of conferences for the student teachers and through this channel the playground activities are greatly motivated. The high school girls will soon play a team of freshmen in volleyball. Later there will be a contest between these same groups in soccer. Soon the boys will have their play organized with some definite objectives in mind.

The first issue of the Little George-Anne this fall will be ready for distribution Monday, October 21st. There will be four issues this fall and ten in the winter and spring. The full subscription price will be 10 cents. Each pupil may purchase a subscription for 5 cents. J. D. Purvis, George Donaldson and Marvin McKney will sponsor this publication but all the student teachers will co-operate in making it a constructive activity.

Visit Savannah

Midget Savannah, Waters Avenue School, invited the officers of the classes down to its inaugural ceremonies Wednesday, October 16th. Sixteen pupils and nine student teachers went. The program was most inspiring. At 11:30 o'clock the officers of Midget Savannah served a luncheon in honor of the Collegeboro guests. Effort has been made for some time to get a student organization functioning in the Training School. There is such a large number of student teachers interested in actively engaging in a program of this kind that indications are excellent for the development of such a program. The Little George-Anne will carry an account of its plans.

W. L. DOWNS.
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PI NU DANCERS IN A MOOD
Says a Digger

IN REPORTING LOW DOWN!

 Everybody was in the mood for the Pi Nu dance Saturday night—did you see Melba and her school teacher, Alice and her roommate? Hi, there, Wilie, you were really going to town, and who is he be you or Townsend? And just, why, Sugar Cain, did you miss that first go-round? Did an Jets pledge cause the disturbance? There was some time had in the Little Parlor Father night. You may ask Verne Lanthan just how she came out in the deal. Just who did Barbara date last night to come an old Delta Sigma, to see red? There was a telegram sent to Bell, Riggs and Watson at Tamps which really has our curiosity up—there is talk that it really was a fast one—anyhow, it almost caused a fight in the Simmence-Bell family. Brunnen must think freshman are easy to fool—she's really got the business with those adolescents. Everything in Jake with Ray these days. And just what, Red Cone, have you and Crowe in common? Can it be your supply of fast ones? A good one; Rumpkin and Chamber in making time with Ducky Dilley. Then we're interested in the girl that just can't decide between Bill and Derick.

McLellan's

Students, We Invite You to Make Our Store Your Headquarters While in Statesboro.

First in Style
First in Value
First in Quality

Make Our Store Your Headquarters.